Comparison of the phenotypes of patients harboring in-frame deletions starting at exon 45 in the Duchenne muscular dystrophy gene indicates potential for the development of exon skipping therapy.
Exon skipping therapy has recently received attention for its ability to convert the phenotype of lethal Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) to a more benign form, Becker muscular dystrophy (BMD), by correcting the open reading frame. This therapy has mainly focused on a hot-spot (exons 45-55) mutation in the DMD gene. Exon skipping of an entire stretch of exons 45-55 is an approach applicable to 46.9% of DMD patients. However, the resulting phenotype is not yet fully understood. Here we examined the clinical profiles of 24 patients with BMD resulting from deletions starting at exon 45. The Δ45-55 group ranged in age from 2 to 87 years; no mortality was observed, and one patient was ambulatory at 79 years of age. The age at which patients became wheelchair-bound in the Δ45-48 group (18-88 years old) was approximately 50 years. Cardiomyopathy was well controlled by pharmaceuticals in both deletion groups. In contrast, the Δ45-47 and Δ45-49 groups exhibited more severe phenotypes than those with other mutations: the age at which patients in the Δ45-49 group became wheelchair-bound was around 30-40 years. Our study shows that clinical severity differs between each hot-spot deletion.